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Women's Center attributes rise to greater awareness, support of victims

ECS talks definition of
faculty service hours
Faculty forum to discuss fulfillment of service
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SEX OFFENSES - FORCIBLE - ANNUAL SECURITY AND FIRE SAFETY REPORT 2013
BY CARLY SIMPSON
CSIMPSON@LANTHORN.COM

t Grand Valley State University, the
number of reported forcible sexual as
saults more than quadrupled between
201 land 2012.
According to the Annual Security and
Fire Safety report, there were nine reported
sexual assaults in 2012, increasing from
two in 2011.
However, one incident in 2012 oc
curred on public property unaffiliated with
the GVSU campus, and another in 2011
was investigated and determined to be a
false report.
In previous years, GVSU has seen fewer
reports of forcible sexual assaults than
Central Michigan University, Western
Michigan University and Eastern Michi
gan University. However, its had the high
est number of on-campus reports for 2012,
along with EMU, at eight.

A

GVSU and Eastern also had the highest
number of reported incidents occurring in
on-campus residence halls, which made up
91 percent of all reported incidents at the
four schools.
“Sexual assault is one of the most un
derreported crimes, if not the most under
reported crime,” said Theresa Rowland, an
advocate for awareness of sexual assault at
the GVSU Womens Center.
Eight of the assaults reported at GVSU in
2012 occurred in on-campus residence halls.
However, one of the incidents occurred in
2010 and was not reported until last year.
“Ninety to 95 percent of these crimes go
unreported,” Rowland said. “It’s scary to do.
Its hard. Nationally one in four women and
one in 10 men experience sexual assault at
some point during their lives.”
Forcible sexual assault includes any
sexual act done forcibly, against a persons
will or against a person incapable of giving

consent—including rape, sodomy, sexual
assault with an object, and fondling.
“Grand Valley continues to be safe in a
number of ways,” said Capt. Brandon DeHaan, assistant director of the Department
of Public Safety. “Students just need to be
aware, alert and responsible for themselves
and their community.”
DeHaan said more than 90 percent
of victims of sexual assault on campus
know the perpetrator from a social
gathering, or they are dating. In addi
tion, in more than 90 percent of the oc
currences, both the victim and suspect
were consuming alcohol.
“Alcohol can be used as a tool or even
a weapon in these instances,” DeHaan
said. “If you go out to a social gather
ing with friends, then return with the
same friends and the same number of
friends. Don’t leave anyone behind.”
SEE OFFENSE ON A2

Senate awards more graduate reps
Reworded resolution passed to UAS for approval

Changing attitudes: Student Senate President Ricardo Benavidez and his fellow senators
approve a resolution to give graduate students more representation.

BY CLAIRE FODELL
ASSISTANTNEWS @ LANTHORN COM

rand Valley State University’s
Student Senate passed a resolution
that allows more student seats on
university governance committees and
calls for one seat on each committee to
be allotted to a member of the graduate
student population.
The resolution was originally presented

to the University Academic Senate at the
end of last academic year, but it didn’t
pass because of some confusing language.
Wording in the resolution made it unclear
why undergraduate students would be
given an extra seat in the event of a gradu
ate student not being elected. The language
has since changed, and the resolution will
be sent to the UAS for consideration before
being implemented.

“(Seats will be) delegated by the (Grad
uate Student Association), appointed by
the Student Senate, because the senate is
technically the only body who can appoint
students to these committees, but they will
be filled by only graduate students if it is
approved by UAS and put into the Faculty
Flandbook,” Senate President Ricky Be
navidez said. “The intent of the resolution
is to increase and foster graduate voice,
and if we were filling those seats with un
dergraduates, that is not fulfilling its inten
tions.”
Since there was already much debate
over the resolution in past meetings, it was
immediately moved to be voted on with
little discussion and was passed with only
a few senators opposed.
“It was a big step, I think, for the sen
ate, but they passed it with little push back,”
Benavidez said. “(It’s) a big step from where
we were last year.”
The Student Senate Resources Commit
tee was also working on amending policies
and procedures about stricter attendance
of student senators at governance commit
tee meetings.
EXPANDING INCLUSION

Anthony Clemons, vice president for
SEE SENATE ON A2

In preparation for an up
coming faculty forum, the Ex
ecutive Committee of the Sen
ate discussed Friday the faculty
responsibility of “service,” its
varied definitions across cam
pus departments and the role
it plays in Grand Valley State
University’s mission of being a
teaching-first school.
The forum, which could
be as soon as Oct. 25, will be
held “to have a conversation
with faculty about issues of
concern,” said Karen Gipson,
chair of the University Aca
demic Senate and professor in
the physics department.
One concern that arose
from discussions was the num
ber of different definitions of
“service.”
“In my department, we
have people who have never—
and probably will never—
serve on a committee in their
lifetimes, not if they can help
it,” said Tonya Parker, vice
chair of UAS and professor in
the movement science depart
ment. “That’s just how they feel
about what service is, so they
define it very differently.”
According GVSU’s Faculty
Handbook, service consists of
both contributions to the de
partment and committee re
sponsibilities, which may be at
the university, college or unit
level. Service can also include
deevloping curriculum, advis
ing student organizations and
carrying out special assign
ments, among other activities.
However, the definition of
ten depends on how each col
lege or unit determines what
types of activities qualify as
service.
“You’ve got this kind of
distributing model where the
handbook articulates broad
principles, the colleges each
determine those broad prin
ciples in their own distinctive
ways, then the units come up
with their own standards,” said
Charles Pazdemik, chair of the
department of classics. “Every
unit, much less any college,
has its own distinctive take on
what’s meaningful service.”
According to GVSU’s Ad
ministrative Manual, service
to the unit, college and univer
sity, as well as the community
or profession, is considered
part of faculty workload.
The manual states, “Com
munity service and service
to the profession involves
the engagement of a faculty
member’s professional exper
tise,” which can include “but
is not limited to, engaging in
community outreach, acting
as a board member in a com
munity based organization,
participating in public service

programs, and work as a pro
bono consultant on commu
nity projects when represent
ing the university.”
Service for pay
Senators raised the question
of what service means outside
of serving on university or de
partment committees, which
can occasionally result in extra
pay for faculty.
“There’s certain service ac
tivities the university actually
compensates people for, and
I’m wondering if that makes
a difference,” said Deana Weibel, professor of anthropology.
“Should it count as service if
you’re getting paid for some
thing?”
Joy Washburn, professor in
the KirkhofCollege ofNursing,
was given an honorarium—a
payment for services when fees
are not legally required—when
she went to Aruba to teach for
a week this summer.
“It wasn’t like it was this
huge stipend or anything, but
if I had refused it, I would have
caused, basically, an interna
tional incident,” she said, add
ing that other cultures must be
considered, as well.
Brian Lakey, professor of
psychology, asked whether
consulting should be consid
ered service.
“Consulting that you’re
paid to do, that amounts to a
substantial amount of money,”
Lakey said. “With that kind of
service, I would be inclined to
say no, that’s extra professional
income, that’s not service.”
Washburn also said she
sees a fair amount of confusion
among faculty about how to
classify certain activities when
determining service credits.
“Exactly what do you put
where and what counts for
what?” she asked. “I’ve asked
three different people in my
college where do I put the in
vite to Aruba, and I’ve gotten
three different answers. I have
no idea where to put it.”
Bob Frey, professor from
the management department,
said he can’t see how some
thing can be counted as ser
vice credit if it’s compensated,
“but a variant of that is if you’re
paid for it and then you con
tribute the fees to the schol
arship fund. Does it suddenly
become service?”
Senators also brought up
whether or not mentoring and
advising students should be
considered service.
Stipends and compensation
have been provided to faculty
members for advising students
who come in as transfer stu
dents or for freshman orienta
tion, senators said, but Weibel
SEE ECS ON AS

Gaining a global view with internationalizing
Survey finds students have little exposure to international perspectives, hopes for change
staff to develop a complete interna
tional report.”
The survey was originally sent out
he Grand Valley State Univer to 6,000 randomly selected students,
sity Internationalization Task and of those students, 1,767 useable
Force found through a survey responses were received.
that most students do not interact Although most results from the
with international students on campus survey were not surprising, Schaub
and have not traveled abroad for more said he was fairly surprised that 21.5
than leisure activity, but they do value percent of students said they use an
international exposure through for other language other than English ei
eign language acquisition.
ther “somewhat” or “to a great extent.”
The task force surveyed campus in
Alexander Bauer, a graduate stu
April 2013 to ask students, faculty and dent who is also on the task force, said
staff about how globally integrated
that student exposure to a global view,
GVSU really is and what can be done by either studying abroad or talking
to improve.
to study abroad and international stu
“We wanted to have a more com dents, greatly enhances a student’s col
plete picture of what internationaliza lege experience.
tion is at GVSUT said Mark Schaub,
“It provides a different view on
chief internationalization officer for things and opens them to perspectives
the Padnos International Center. “We they didn’t have,” Bauer said. “Global
went directly to students, faculty and education and internationalization is
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND

ASSOCIATE @ LANTHORN.COM
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part of the college experience, and it is
really important to get a broader view
of the world.”
Devin Streur, a graduate student
who has also been working with the
task force, agreed that hearing about
and experiencing other cultures is im
portant, not only to grow as a person
but to help market oneself for a future
job in growing international markets.
“It enables you to connect with oth
er opinions from across the world and
break down that ethnocentric view
that many of us harbor,” Streur said. “It
enables a student to view subject mat
ter and life circumstances from a dif
ferent lens and makes students more
marketable when hitting the job field
because they have a stronger sense of
other people’s opinions.”
In several questions, about 90 per
cent or more respondents said they
had never studied outside the U.S. or

had never worked, lived or volunteered
outside of the U.S. Another significant
group said they are not engaging with
international students on campus.
While 66.2 percent of respondents
said they engage with international
students in their living area “not at
all” or “not much," the statistics were
slightly higher with engagement in
classrooms—45.3 percent said they
“somewhat” engage with international
students.
Though students admitted to hav
ing little to no interactions with inter
national students, 84.7 percent said
they “somewhat” or “to a great extent”
agreed that it is important to have a
working knowledge of a language oth
er than English.
“Faculty think that international
students enhance the environment for
students and help all students learn,”
Schaub said. “Students on campus are

^ookw#fl&i a /uwmmate? cAfeed fo mbletue?
SUBMIT AN AD TO THE MARKETPLACE FOR

benefitting from having international
students in classes, in housing and
outside of classes.”
Schaub said current enrollment
of international students is only at 1
percent, but the university hopes to
increase it to 3 percent.
“(The survey) served the purpose
of taking the information and mov
ing forward in a direction,” Bauer said.
“This is something that people want
more of on all three fronts—faculty,
staff and students.”
Schaub added that exposure to
internationalization helps students to
apply their learning on a global scale.
“I think it makes (classes) more
relevant by adding a global dimen
sion to what they’re learning and to a
future career,” he said. “You’re not just
working with fellow Americans but
will engage with people from other
countries and cultures.”
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TRACING THE INCREASE

In 2010, the Womens Cen
ter was awarded the Violence
Against Women Act (VAWA)
grant of $265,000. The center
partnered with the Grand Val
ley Police Department to raise
awareness about the realities
of sexual assault, educate the
campus community, and im
prove the reporting process.
Over the past three years,
the center has used the grant to
train all campus police officers,
judicial hearing officers, Coun
seling Center staff, resident as
sistants and transition leaders.
“I think what is getting at
tention is that (the number of
reported sexual assaults) was
very low, and then it jumped to
nine in 2012, so I think the at
tention is being drawn to why
did it jump,” said Rowland, who
is also the VAWA grant coordi
nator. “We fully anticipated the
increase in reports when we
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received the grant. Because we
are raising awareness, we now
have a campus-wide response
that is supportive of victims
and survivors. 1 think victims
are feeling more comfortable
reporting the crime. They
know who to go to. They know
that there are options.”
The grant was recently re
newed this year through 2016,
and the Womens Center will
receive an additional $280,000
to continue educational out
reach programs at GVSU.
PREVENTATIVE MEASURES

With the Womens Center
and the University Counseling
Center, GVSU has several pro
grams geared toward raising
awareness about sexual assault.
On Oct. 11, Men in Action will
host a conference to discuss a
male-dominant culture and
gender-based violence.
“In a nutshell it means ana
lyzing masculine ideals and
masculine norms and how
they affect our behaviors, our

relationships and our actions,”
said Trey Sumner, a senior
at GVSU interning with the
VAWA grant. “As men, we have
a responsibility to develop a
masculine ideal that allows us
to be providers and contribu
tors to our community and
families instead of trying to be
dominators and conquerors of
our environment.”
Another campaign, the
Clothesline Project, will give
survivors or friends of sur^
vors the chance to create a Tshirt sharing their story from
Oct. 14 through Oct. 18. The
shirts will be displayed in the
Kirkhof Center, the Campus
Recreation lobby and the DeVos Center student study area.
“Sexual assault is not a
womens issue, it’s a communi
ty issue, and everyone needs to
play a positive role in prevent
ing it and ending it,” Rowland
said. “The best way to support
someone who has experienced
sexual assault is to believe
them.

SENATE
CONTINUED FROM A1
Diversity Affairs, men
tioned that his committee is
working with other univer
sities so GVSU can be ac
commodating of its diverse
population.
“My committee is going
to be heading Saturday and
Sunday of Battle of the Val
leys,” Clemons said. “We’ve
been in contact with student
senates at all of our sister
universities and other uni
versities all over the state to
see how they deal with ac
commodating everyone at
big events like that.”
Clemons
specifically
mentioned offering genderneutral bathrooms.
PROMOTING
INVOLVEMENT

Members from the Politi
cal Affairs Committee spent
last weekend at Saginaw Val
ley State University for a con
ference with the Michigan
Student Association. Schools
from all over the state were
in attendance.
“We focus on state-wide
changes together, then we
bring them back to Grand
Valley,” said Andrew Plague,
vice president of the PAC.
One of the big develop
ments that happened was the
signing of a contract by the
PAC for a campus-wide voter
registration day this year.
“I am really looking for
ward to getting our campus
involved in politics,” said
Lawrence Williams, a sena
tor of the PAC.

campus violence, most spe into the hospital because of
a pregnancy-related incident
cifically sexual assault.
“The fact that we got the must be put back on the same
grant is significant, and the academic track upon return.
This means that
fact that it was
even if a woman
renewed is very,
is out of class for
very rare,” Hamil
an
extended pe
ton said.
riod
of time dur
The grant was
ing pregnancy,
first received three The fact
when she does
years ago and al that we got
return, she won’t
lowed Rowland to
the grant is
be failing her
use 25 percent of
classes because
her time on cam significant...
she’s behind in
pus working to
work. She will
DWIGHT
HAMILTON
protect survivors
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
be given her pre
of campus crime.
vious academic
The speakers
status.
also presented information
Hamilton said there is no
about the U.S. Department
of Education’s Title IX legis current legislation for helping
lation, which was created in out fathers, but if there was
1952 to help students who are a student-father who wanted
pregnant or parenting gradu to get some time off to spend
with his child, then he would
ate sooner rather than later.
They said one part of the do what he could to accom
policy states that students modate him.
who have to be admitted
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Students give new tech to old fountain
Grand Valley State University engineering students created
and set up a new mechanical system for a 50-year-old musi
cal fountain in Grand Haven. Terry Stevens, GVSU engineer
ing professor, was contacted by the city of Grand Haven to
update the structure, as he did 30 years ago. Stevens decided
to include the input of students from his manufacturing con
trols class this summer. Students worked in groups to come
up with designs for a new control system. One group's de
sign was chosen, with some changes based on the other de
signs, and was installed last month.The new system includes
a touch screen control instead of the old push buttons, as well
as timers that will keep track of how many shows the fountain
has played. Stevens and his students will work throughout the
school year to debug the system. The fountain has been per

ESTABLISHING
FAIRNESS

forming music and choreographed water spouting routines
nightly and on weekends from Memorial Day to Labor Day

Theresa Rowland, from the
GVSU Women’s Center, and
Dwight Hamilton, assistant
vice president for Affirmative
Action, were guest speakers at
the senate meeting.
Rowland
spoke
about
her recent Violence Against
Women Act (VAWA) grant
renewal for working against

every year since 1963.

Little Mac Bridge update
Engineers who have been investigating the erosion under the
Little Mac Bridge since the beginning of September have found
a solution to the issue. Based on the analysis, the work will
begin today on restoring the foundations around the bridge.
The reason for the restoration is to protect the area around
the bridge from further erosion. Engineers are projecting that
the restoration will take six to eight weeks, and the bridge will
remain closed during that period.

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, IL
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AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.
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or, SO MY SUBS BEAlli AkfcN T GOUFi.U
WE'BE NOT FRENCH EITHER. MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER, THAT’S ALL! I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY!

Bu& stop Changes for Route 50
Due to the recent amount of bus delays, the Rapid's Campus
Connector bus route will be slightly changed. Starting today,
the bus will still stop at Fulton Street and Seward Avenue, but
will no longer stop at Garfield and Lake Michigan. Instead, the
50 will now stop on the corner of Fulton and Garfield.

OT students host Artprize tour
Gn,?RLD s GREATt*.* s
°DR]Viet SANDV/Ic^

8" SUB SANDWICHES
tit ol my tasty sub sandwiches are a lull 8 inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats & cheese I can buy! And if it matters to you.
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II

#1 PEPE'
#2 BIG JOHN4’1
Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*'
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, then topped with cucumber,
lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM*'
Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, sliced cucumber, and mayo. (The original)

#5 VITO*'
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. £ a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)

#6 VEGETARIAN

Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

I
2
3
4
5

Ham £ cheese
Roast Beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola. cheese
6 Double provolone

LowCarb Lettuce Wrap
cQDOMP
Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

J.J.B.L.T.*’

j

Bacon, lettuce, tomato. £ mayo.
(The only better BIT is mama s BIT)

J
^

BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a
delivery charge per item.
★ ★ JIMMYJOHNS.COM ★★

* Soda Pop
* Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle
* Eitra load of meat
* Extra cheese or extra avocado spread
* Hot Peppers

FREEBIES

(SUBS f, CLUBS ONLY)

Onion, lettuce, tomato, mayo, sliced cucumber Dijon
mustard, oil £ vinegar and oregano

My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7 grain bread or my famous
homemade french bread!

the Four Pointes Center for Successful Aging in Grand Haven.

A full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham.
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato. £ real mayo!

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN'1
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John s brother Huey. It s huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans' Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef,
turkey £ provolone. jammed into
one of our homemade french buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce, tomato. £ our homemade
Italian dressing.

ing elderly patients through ArtPrize. The patients were from
Susan Cleghorn, a visiting assistant professor of occupational
therapy, said the event is just another part of the relationship
between the GVSU occupational therapy department and
the center. This July, OT students and faculty members from
GVSU also held a health fair with Four Pointes.

#8 BILLY CLUB*'
Choice roast beef, smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato. £ mayo.

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by
emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*'
Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB*'
A full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef, provolone. lettuce, tomato. £ mayo.

Haitffiom

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*'
Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

VOLUME 48, NUMBER 14

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(It s the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*'
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, lettuce, tomato. £ mayo.
(Try it on my 7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is published twice-weekly by
Grand Valley State University
students 62 times a year. One
copy of this newspaper is
available free of charge to any
member of the Grand Valley
Community. For additional
copies, at $1 each, please contact
our business offices.
POSTMASTER: Please send
form 3579 to:
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#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*'

★ SIDES ★
* Ciant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie

Valley State University donated some of their time to escort

#12 BEACH CLUB*' ®

®

layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato,
and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not for
vegetarians only............. peace dude!)

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

PLAIN SUMS*1

Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

A large group of Occupational Therapy students from Grand

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. £ mayo.
An American classic, certainly not invented by J.J. but
definitely tweaked and line tuned to perfection*
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a lot more. Fresn housemade tuna salad, provolone.
cucumber, lettuce. £ tomato.
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Families swarm at fun weekend
GVparents, children experience campus feel, enjoy activities with students

Strut it out: The University Bookstore holds a fashion show featuring the

A royal feast: UBS provides snacks and

latest GVSU apparel and accessories modeled by GVSU students.

refreshments in Kirkhof for families.

School pride: Families prepare for the football game by seeing new
apparel and accessories at the UBS fashion show.

BY ERIKA COLLIN

nity students.
“The bookstore is great partners with us, and they de
rand Valley State University played host to people cided to put on a fashion show to get people excited about
of all ages Friday through Sunday dur
the new fall line,” Tibbe said.
ing the annual, popular Family Week
Tibbe has helped organize Family Weekend
end.
for the past 15 years and she finds that add
“There are events for all ages,” said LeaAnn
ing new events each year keeps families inter
Tibbe, assistant director of the Office of Stu
ested and wanting to come back. Aside from
I think (Grand
dent Life. “What grandparent doesn’t want to
the kickoff event, this year also introduced an
come see Grand Valley and all the great things Valley) was a
Instagram Contest. Students and their families
we have to offer?”
could
post creative photos of themselves around
good fit for my
Family Weekend allowed parents, siblings
campus with the hashtag “gvsufwl3.”
and other relatives to experience life at GVSU. daughter.
“We’re trying Instagram because we’re find
The weekend was jam packed with activities
ing that students really like to be on social me
designed to allow students to spend time with VAUGHN-HOLMAN
dia,” Tibbe said.
their families while showing off the university. MOTHER OF STUDENT
Not all events that took place were sponsored
Some events were repeat affairs, while others
by GVSU. On Friday night, 48 West sponsored
were fresh experiences.
the Main Street Dueling Pianos, which performed in the
The weekend started off with its first ever “kickoff event” Grand River Room.
Friday night when the GVSU Dance Team performed for
The weekend also saw the return of several consistently
students and parents. Their performance was followed by popular events, including Saturday’s 5k run/walk.
a fashion show hosted by the bookstore, organized by the
After the run/walk, families and students had the op
GVSU Fashion Club and modeled by sorority and fraterportunity to stop by the Farmer’s Market and Habitat for
ECOLLIN@LANTHORN.COM
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Humanity’s Lost and Found sale. The Farmer’s Market of
fered fresh, local produce, while the Lost and Found sale
took donations in exchange for items that were found on
campus.
If a 5k walk/run wasn’t what families were interested in,
the ever-popular pancake breakfast was held with Presi
dent Haas flipping and serving pancakes to the guests.
One of Saturday’s main events was the Kirkhof Festival,
where around 25 different booths were set up, all of which
were advertised games, activities, or food for families to
enjoy. Some booths were geared towards younger attend
ees, such as a bucket toss and face painting.
Throughout the weekend many more activities were
happening around campus. The Renaissance Faire, sport
ing events, plays, movie showings, and open climbing at
the Climbing Center are just a few of the additional events
that occurred. Overall, the weekend aimed to offer up a
variety of activities meant to appeal to everyone.
Charmaine Vaughn-Holman attended the kickoff event
with her daughter, sophomore Madisyn Ramsey. This was
Vaughn-Holman’s second year attending Family Weekend.
“I think (Grand Valley) was a good Fit for my daughter,”
Vaughn-Holman said.

..

a Mile in her Shoes to
address sexual assault at GV
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI

solve the problem.”
Walk a Mile in Her Shoes is co
Grand Valley State University sponsored by the GVSU Women’s
and the Interfraternity Council Center, where Theresa Rowland is
will host the third annual Walk a the coordinator for the Violence
Against Women Act (VAWA) grant.
Mile in Her Shoes event on Oct. 8.
Rowland, who is also the ad
The event is part of a larger inter
national movement to end sexual viser for the IFC in planning the
event, said it is meant to “chal
assault and rape against women.
Justin Shady, a senior at GVSU lenge social norms and tolerance
and vice president of philanthropy of sexual violence.”
She said the Women’s Centerfor the Interfraternity Council, is
offers many programs
coordinating the event
and sponsors events
this year.
like this one to raise
Shady said the event
awareness on campus.
will be introduced in
“We not only focus
the Kirkhof Center,
on victims and survi
then the participants Not talking
vors, but also on devel
are
encouraged
to about it isn't
oping campus policies
wear high heels during
a walk to the Alumni going to solve that hold perpetrators
accountable, connect-!
House, where Angela the problem.
ing with campus and
Rose will speak.
community
partners
Rose is an advocate JUSTIN SHADY
and educating on soci
for survivor empower GVSU SENIOR
etal factors that perpet
ment and preventing
uate sexual violence,”
sexual assault, and she
will talk about the reasons behind she said.
Nationally, one in four wom
the event and why it is important
for men to literally step into wom en and one in 10 men have been
en’s shoes. Shady said the concept sexually assaulted at some point
in their lives, Rowland said. She
“represents the constraints women
emphasized the importance of
are often in.”
He added that sexual assault and supporting victims and getting
men involved in preventing these
violence against women is a prob
incidents.
lem that men can help prevent.
“While most men are not per
“It takes men to stand up and
petrators,
most perpetrators are
say they will make that change,”
Shady said. “We need to make men,” Rowland said. “Shifting the
strides to make sure it doesn’t conversation from what women
can do to reduce their risk to what
happen anymore.” •
men can do to prevent and stop
About 20 percent of the men
in fraternities at GVSU will be at sexual assault is necessary.”
Rowland added that the dona
tending the event, which Shady
said is to “break the Greek male tions raised from Walk a Mile in
stereotype as a sexual assaulter Her Shoes will help pay for new
against women,” and to show their equipment for Rape Aggression
Defense—another Women’s Cen
support for women who have been
ter program that teaches women
victims of sexual assault.
While the event is gesfred to how to protect themselves from
ward men, women are also en sexual assault and violence. In the
couraged to attend. Shady said the future, the Women’s Center will be
IFC wants to increase awareness hosting related events, such as the
so that the movement against sex Clothesline Project and Men in
ual assault can expand beyond the Action conferences.
The event will begin at 6 p.m.
campus community.
Oct.
8 in 2270 Kirkhof Center.
“We want to make sure people
For more information about
understand it’s a horrible thing
that shouldn’t be tolerated on Walk a Mile in Her Shoes and oth
campus or anywhere,” he said. er Women’s Center programs, visit
“Not talking about it isn’t going to www.gvsu.edu/women_cen.
SBRZEZINSKI@LANTHORN.COM

Remember: People gather at the clock tower at a previous candlelight vigil. This will be the first year that Laker
Remembrance Day will take place to honor students, faculty and staff who have passed away in the past year.

Honoring the fallen
$Vholds candlelight vigil for first Laker Remembrance Day
BV HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZ@LANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State Uni
versity’s Laker Traditions
Team will host the first
ever Laker Remembrance
Day, a day to honor any GVSU stu
dent, staff member, faculty mem
ber or alumnus who has passed
away in the last year, on Thursday
op the Allendale Campus.
The event will feature live mu
sic and a candlelight vigil for the
deceased. Names of about 80 for
me > Lakers will be called out to
rfcmember those who have passed
away in the last year, and flowers
representing them will be placed
in a vase located at the base of the
dock tower.
Erika Noth is a member of the
Laker Traditions Team and co

G
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coordinated the Laker Remem chance to recognize the members
of the Laker family that we have
brance Day.
lost in the past year and
“This event is a way
for students and fami
is a way of commemo
rating those people as
lies to come to Grand
both individuals and
Valley’s Allendale Cam
for their contributions
pus and remember the
to our university,” said
ones they have lost,” ...a moment
Tyler Ziola, coordi
Noth said. “It should be to pause and
nator of social media
a way for Grand Valley
honor our t
and promotions for
students to come to
gether and remember.”
fellow Lakers. the Laker Traditions
Team. “We hope that
Following
other
this inaugural tradition
events from the tran TYLER ZIOLA
sitions team, such as LAKER TRADITIONS TEAM gives the community a
moment to pause and
the Laker for a Life
time Kickoff event and Family honor our fellow Lakers.”
The event will be held at the Cook
Weekend, this will be the third
event the newly established team
Carillon Clock Tower at 8 p.m.
For more information, visit
has been involved with this aca
www.gvsu.edu/traditions/lakerdemic year.
remembrance-7.htm.
“Laker Remembrance is a
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Chicken soup for the sick soul: Recovery as a broke college kid

■Y GARRICK SEE
GSEE © LANTHORN.COM

If you have been feeling
like death lately, do not panic
because you are not alone.
Lately, “the flu” has been going
around campus and infecting
people everywhere. I know
this firsthand because I, too,

was infected when one of my
roommates spread it unknow
ingly in the entire apartment.
No, that was not cool
As my nose started to get
blocked up and my throat felt
like it was on fire, it was defi
nitely not easy coping with my
everyday routine because all I
wanted to do was either cut my
nose off or get a new face. Al
though I did not do that, I did
find out about certain things
that a broke college student
could do in order to cope with
the sickness:
1. Do not stay indoors; go

out if you can.
This may sound strange
because most people would
advise you to stay indoors and
sleep instead. But I think the
better solution is to get out
of your congested apartment
and breathe in that fresh air.
Do not get cooped up inside,
but instead go out and maybe
even exercise a little if your
mind and body allows you to.
It will do you good to get some
movement in your body to get
the adrenaline flowing again.
2. “Borrow” medicine from
your roommates.

Its actually better than it
sounds, and after all, this is for
the broke college student. If
you know your roommates are
as sick as you are, they’ll prob
ably already have medicine
set aside so just poke them a
little and see if they’ll spare you
some. That’ll save you some
money from actually buying
medicine that you probably
won’t need if you rarely get sick
like me.
3. Do not start binging!
Just because you’re stuck in
bed and can’t do anything, it
does not give you an excuse to

start eating excessively. Instead,
this is a great opportunity to
perhaps change your diet for
the better. There must be a
reason that you’re sick and oth
ers aren’t. Maybe cut down on
those fatty foods and alcohol
and eat more greens and fruits.
And always remember that we
eat to live, not live to eat.
4. Time to get some love.
This may be a cheap
method (pun intended) but
the fact is, people sympathize
with sick people, so it’s a good
opportunity, if you’re a guy or
girl, to get some sympathy love

from that significant other or
from someone you’re inter
ested in. Nothing says “Please
care for me” more than telling
them about your condition
and making it look worse than
it actually is.
^
In fact, there really isn’t a
much you can do when you 3
get sick. However, it’s a great
opportunity for you to take 1
a break from school if you’ve*
been stressed out lately and »
just catch up on some sleep. ^
know I could use a nice, deep,
long... Acboo!

VALLEY VOTE

EDITORIAL

Have you been following the government
shutdown?

TIME TO TAKE CHARGE

YEf- 65%

NO - 36%

There are students who pay for everything and students whose parents pay for
everything. We at the Lanthorn believe the former is a more respectable situation.

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION:
Do you think students should be made to pay for
college on their own?

ome students worked more than
Lanthorn wishes to address. So now we
speak directly to you, total dependents.
one job in high school, invested
If we’re being entirely honest, many
all of their earnings in a college
hard-working students have, at some
fund, and were forced (or privileged?)
point in time, felt a sort of envy when
to pay for their own weekend excur
they watched you return from the mov
sions. These same students brought the
ies every weekend after your parents
same work ethic and financial mentality
refilled your debit card. Sure, you’ve
to college, where they’ll be graduating
certainly got it easier now.
with little to no debt, or at the very least
But remember when your parents
a sense of pride at having self-funded
never made you do the laundry in high
their education.
Other students weren’t so fortunate
school, and this “freedom” left you
royally unprepared to wash your own
to have developed an early sense of
financial responsibility. And these are
clothes in college, leaving you to recycle
through sweaty T-shirts and grassthe students who continue to receive
stained jeans until your first trek home?
parental allowances for their Friday
This is precisely that situation all over
nights at the bar, who only maybe seek
again.
employment to alleviate boredom, and
Except this time, it’ll be harder to
who have no idea what tuition pay
redeem yourself. While your fellow
ments look like.
college students might’ve been quick to
These are the students who will be in
overlook your lack of self-sufficiency,
for a shock when they realize that rent
those in the work world might take it as
doesn’t pay itself. Nor do phone bills.
a sign of immaturity or irresponsibil
Nor cable. Nor electricity. Nor food.
ity. So, whether you graduate in two
And these are the students the

S

LOG ON & VOTE
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QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU DEPEND
FINANCIALLY ON YOUR PARENTS?
“I rely on my parents 100 percent
for my college education. I do not
get any assistance from any other
person but my parents. Hopefully
I will be done next year and they
can relax with college finances."
LAURIA SAM
Senior
Sociology
New York. Albany

"I rely on my parents a lot finan
cially, but because we have saved
over the years and I have helped
contribute toward my tuition by
working, we are financially stable
to send me off to school and still
live comfortably at home."

months or two years, start preparing for
a better and more independent financial
future.
Even if your parents say they’re
“happy to help,” don’t let their generos
ity enable you to develop poor financial
habits.
Ter help you get a grip on your
present financial situation and prevent
future embarrassment, we’ve designed a
special section called “Money Matters’Y
for your perusal.
0
And it just so happens that this issue
contains the first “Money Matters” of )
the year. We’re lending you advice from!
statistics and professionals in the bank-2
ing world to help you emerge from your
adventure at Grand Valley State Univef^
sity with as little debt as possible. From
building credit and choosing a bank toj
developing wise spending habits, we’ll j
help you get on the right track.
Take a look at B4 and B5 for your
first set of tips.
R

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I LEAH FISHWICK

MEGHAN MCBRAOY
Freshman
Undecided
Riverview, Mich.

-I rely on ntyrpar»TU& migfHJWnv '
when it's an emergency. I work
and support myself so that I won't
need to ask them for help."

DEKOVIA SIGH
Senior
Theatre Arts
Detroit, Mich.

"I don't rely on them at all. I mean
usually my grants and loans are
enough and even if things got
rougher, I'd find a job instead of
relying on them.

JASMIN HERENDEEN
Junior
History
Greenville, Mich.

ILFISHWICK®LANTHORN.COI

"Not a very large amount, since
my parents have three children
in college and the finances are
stretched. Only about 3 percent of
my finances are supplied by my
parents, the rest are my own earn
ings or loans."
ANDREW STINE
Sopomore
Music Performance
DeWitt, Mich.

GVL OPINION POLICY
goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthoms opinion page is to act

The

Valley Lanthoms YourSpace page by
emailing community#lanthom.com.

as a forum for public discussion,

letters to the editor should indude

comment and criticism in the Grand

the author’s full name and relevant

Valley State University community.

tide along with a valid email and

Student opinions published here do

phone number for confirming the

not necessarily reflect those of the

identity of the author. Letters should

paper as an entity

be approximately 500-650 words in
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length, and ate not edited by the staff
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of the Grand Valley iMnthom outside of

discussion. The Lanthom will not

technical error* for clarity
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To make a submission, email

hate speech, but will not discriminate
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against any other views, opinions or

dropping off your submission in
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or
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Got something to say?
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(Re)searching for the humanities
BY JOE HOGAN

see the importance of research
in the humanities and social
ast week’s undergradu
sciences?
ate research fair in the
STEM (science, technology,
Grand River Room was
engineering, and mathemat
packed, a sign that research ics) research dominates for a
is alive and well at GVSU.
few reasons. When a friend as
Throughout the evening, inter sures us that “studies show.. ..”
ested students surrounded the
or when a news anchor recites,
many chemistry and biology
“recent studies have found..
stations at the event. However,
we know the topic of dis
significantly fewer students
cussion is not Shakespeare,
appeared to visit stations
Homer or Toni Morrison; it
committed to the humanities
is, instead, the effects of global
or social sciences. I wondered
warming or an outbreak of
if this disproportion was a
mad-cow disease. And we can
fluke—perhaps only chemistry see why universities, institutes
professors advertised the fair,
and the government want to
or flyers for the event only
fund such studies: they are so
hung in Padnos.
obviously practical; they have
But an inquiry into the
immediate use.
other avenues for research on
Likewise, investors prob
campus indicates the same
ably feel more comfortable
disproportion. Student Sum
funding a study in STEM than
mer Scholars, for instance,
in English literature. When
is dominated by the hard
one applies for funding to
sciences. Of the twenty-nine
examine the effects of Mentos
research projects funded last
on Diet Pepsi, the material
summer, only five were in the
needs and time requirements
humanities or social sciences.
are quantifiable: Forty packs
The same trend has been evi
of Mentos will cost about forty
dent in recent summers: few
bucks, Diet Pepsi can be had at
humanities and social science
Costco for a dollar-fifty; well
majors conduct universityneed to conduct four experi
funded research.
ments a day, so well need the
Questions immediately
lab for two hours a day, which
arise: Are students simply not
will cost twenty bucks a day;
proposing research projects
plus gaS and wear-and-tear
in the humanities or social
on my vehicle, and voila! Five
sciences? Are they conducting
hundred dollars, please! On
research without the funding
the other hand, how should
and acknowledgment of the
an English major quantify
university? Or, do few of us
her time requirements: well,
J HOGAN @ LANTHORN.COM
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my professor and 1 will need
two, perhaps three, weeks of
reading time, plus a couple
(or three, or four?) weeks to
mull over an idea, then time
to spend every night awake,
wondering if this will work,
plus time to call my faculty
research mentor at four in the
morning to discuss a possibly
brilliant, possibly insane idea.
Then time to throw out every
thing and start all over! Surely
this process is less comforting
to granters of funding.
Still, the dearth of humani
ties and social science research
is disturbing. Why? The intel
lectual health of a university
depends equally on the vitality
of its humanities work and
its STEM. What is more, if
a liberal arts institution is to
be considered a competitor
in the academic community,
it had better produce some
good work and research in the
liberal arts. At Grand Val
ley, a university that does not
employ its professors solely
to do research, much of our
publicity comes from the work
students do. We are, after all,
primarily an undergraduate
institution focused on the
development of undergradu
ates and their entry into the
work force, grad school, the
wide world.
What are the benefits, then,
of funding research in the hu
manities and social sciences to
the mission of Grand Valley?

In short, humanities
research produces greater
understanding of what it
means to live as a human be
ing; its scope encompasses, bik
also transcends, our position
in culture and society. Thus,
research into the humanities
develops our ability to engage
culture, to understand diverse
perspectives, to live humanely
with others.
Likewise, research in the
humanities and social sciences
allows us to interrogate and
internalize the beliefs of think
ers, artists, entire societies.
By way of the humanities,
we come to a more nuanced
understanding of our own
beliefs, as well as their merits
and shortcomings. We also
become better equipped to
address the questions of our
current world. Our anxieties
about the effects of war and
social discord—prompted by
conflict in the Middle East,
the government shut down,
etc.—can be addressed most
profoundly in the pages of
Homer, Tolstoy and others.
Our ability to engage these
issues defines our capacity to
understand the world.
To fulfill our duties as a
liberal arts institution, we
ought to develop this capac
ity more vigorously. That is to
declare, we must foster more
student-conducted research
into the humanities and soda
sciences.
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food for thought

G V to host local food, global perspective lecture

BY ELLIE PHILLIPS
EPHILLIPS@LANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State Uni
versity will host Timo
thy Young, president of
Food For Thought Inc.,
t6 discuss how his company is
Working with local food com
panies to support local organ
ic agriculture and farmland
preservation. Established in
1995, Food For Thought is lo
cated on an organic farm and
a green building that Young
built on the Sleeping Bear
Dunes National Lakeshore.
“We have the Sustainable
Agriculture Project and cours
es on agriculture and food at
Grand Valley, so I think its
a topic of real interest to the
students,” said James Penn,
assistant professor in the de
partment of geography and
planning at GVSU. “I teach
courses on agriculture, food
culture and globalization and
feel that my students, as well
as many here at GVSU, would
find this of interest and learn
much from this event.”
Ij Young and Food For
Thought support and promote
organic farming practices and
fair trade products, which
ensure fair and just payment
to farmers worldwide. Both
areas create a more sustain
able world, agriculturally and
spcially.

G
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CONTINUED FROM A1
said, “If they weren’t doing
that, it would be a disaster.”
ROLE OF SERVICE

Some senators also ques
tioned the role service plays at
GVSU and whether research
and teaching should be seen as
more important.
“I don’t think we’re going to
become a better university by
spending more time at com
mittee meetings,” Lakey said.
“It’s something that must be
done, absolutely, but I think

1 fj

“While I am no means an
expert, Food for Thought ap
pears to be a model that is
replicable in so many places,
especially (the) Grand Rapids
area,” said Youssef Darwich,
president of the GVSU Farm
Club. “Building local systems
supporting initiatives, espe
cially concerning agriculture,
is one of the most important
things for our overall sustain
ability. It is always a good idea
to take note of the successes
others are having so we can
apply that in our own lives.”
Young has received sev
eral awards for his work, in
cluding Environmentalist of
the Year and Environmen
tal Business of the Year. He
was named both “Best Local
Hero” by a readers poll in the
Northern Express Magazine
and also a “Green Pioneer” by
the Traverse Business News.
His company was featured
on Food Network in 2008,
has won the “Benzie County
Business of the Year” award,
and was listed by the Edward
Lowe Foundation as one of
the 50 Michigan Companies
to Watch.
Although based in North
ern Michigan, the company
also works globally promot
ing sustainable agriculture
in Ethiopia, Mexico and the
Middle East by digging wells,

building schools and even
planting olive trees in Pales
tine. The company’s mission is
to raise awareness of just and
sustainable food systems and
to model alternatives to the
global industrial food system,
according to its website.
“They do these runs, I
guess you could call them
marathons, across Ethiopia
through coffee country to
raise money for new schools
in coffee farming areas,” Penn
said, noting that the coffee
farming industry is failing.
Of the money spent on a can
of coffee in America, only a
few cents make it back to the
farmers.
Even though these issues
take place on the other side of
the globe, GVSU takes an in
terest in trying to solve them.
“Our department is very
international, since were the
department of geography and
planning,” Penn said. “We look
at development, and we look
at the problems of developing
countries—the problems and
challenges that farmers face
in developing countries.”
Youngs presentation is free
and open to the public, with
an anticipated attendance of
80 to 100 individuals. The lec
ture will take place Oct. 9 at 6
p.m. in 123 Manitou Hall.

that teaching and research is
more important than service to
be honest with you. I think part
of the problem is that we waste
a lot of time at meetings.”
Senators also noted frustra
tions over the different levels
of commitment required while
serving on various commit
tees, which may account for
low participation of committee
service.
“If you’re on one committee,
there’s a lot more work than if
you’re on others,” Washburn
said. “Yet in our college, every
body gets the same amount of
credit. Yes, it shows up on your

faculty activity report, but they
don’t differentiate it.”
Iakey said the number of
hours committees have spent
addressing
a
standardized
teaching evaluation instrument
that can be used across campus.
“I think part of the reason
why people avoid it is because
there’s some issues (that) burn
through hundreds and thou
sands of faculty hours with very
little to show for it,” he said. “So
I don’t think more hours is the
problem. I think that the low
participation is a reflection of
the economics of faculty mem
bers spending their time.”

OPEN FORBUSINESS
Please join us as we celebrate the opening of the
L. William Seidman Center, the new home for the
Seidman College of Business at Grand Valley State University.

__________________ A5

GVTV celebrates season premier night
As a part of Family Weekend, Grand
Valley State University played host to the
seventh annual GVTV Premiere Night on
Friday. The annual event featured a night
of entertainment where GVSU students in
volved with GVTV showed off their work.
GVTV programs such as GV Today, GV
Sports, Mesmerize, If A Tree Falls, Randomish and Student Content were showcased.
“The night was fantastic. Every year we
look forward to Premiere Night," station
manager Jamie Bartkowicz said. “This year
it was our seventh year doing it, and I think
' it gets bigger and better each year.”
Preparation for the event was a month in
advance as show crews worked to get con
tent ready for the nights viewing.
“I was especially proud and impressed
with our organization at this year’s event,”

Bartkowicz said. “The quality of our shows,
in both technical and creative forms, has
never been better."
Aside from student attendance, the event
attracted the attention of several families,
too. “I really loved seeing all the families
come out to Premiere Night,” Bartkowicz
said. “It’s always great to show the fami
lies of Grand Valley students what we do at
GVTV. It’s also really nice to have a differ
ent audience besides students for a change
so that we can hear different input on otir
content.”
GVTV broadcasts 24/7 on channel 10
on campus. Shows are also posted online.
Upcoming events for GVTV include a Pitch
Night, occurring on Oct. 8. For more infor
mation, visit www.grandvalleytv.com.

GET YOUR M.S.E. IN
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Turn your engineering, biomedical science, physics, or math degree into
a rewarding career in biomedical engineering. Help improve patients’
lives and have a direct impact on healthcare with a career in one of the
fastest growing occupations in the country.
■
■
■
■
■

All engineering and science majors welcome
Design medical products to help save lives
Intern with West Michigan’s leading biomedical companies
Convenient downtown Grand Rapids location
Graduate assistantships (tuition waivers and stipends) available

Contact Dr. Samhita Rhodes at (616) 331-6267 for the information you
need to be on your way to success.

gvsu.edu/engineering/biomed

MTf

GrandNAuley
State University.

School of Engineering

Challenge the Present
Enrich the Future
October 17,2013

As one of the premier regional business schools in the nation,
the Seidman College is providing top-quality talent for Michigan
and supporting hundreds of businesses statewide each year
through its six outreach centers.

6:00 - 8:00 P.M.
School of Education / Prechter Laboratory
610 EAST UNIVERSITY - ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

We’re pleased to be the front door to business for our community.

ask.soe@umich.edu • 734.615.1528

COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE

REGISTER AT: S0E.UMICH.EDU/0PENH0USE

Saturday, October 12, 2013 • 1-5 p.m.

Learn more at the School of Education Open House!

50 Front Ave. • Downtown Grand Rapids
Faculty, staff, and current students will be on hand
For more information and directions, visit www.gvsu.edu/seidmanopening.

to discuss our academic programs, admissions,
Thank you to tho nearly 600 donors who made this building possible
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financial aid, and about how you can
be the change in education today.

Open house sponsored by
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M.gi.’mg >n*0fcr,

GrantAAlley
State University.
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Annual drag show to celebrate femininity
The show will be hosted by profes
sional drag queen Gabriella Stratton-Galore, a former GVSU student and current
o provide an opportunity for both
experienced professionals and am drag-debutant. Stratton-Galore, who got
ateurs to take part, Grand Valley her start at GVSU’s amateur drag show,
has hosted the show before and currently
State University is hosting its own ama
performs in many venues in Grand Rap
teur drag show in the Grand River Room
ids and surrounding areas.
of the Kirkhof Center on Oct. 9 at 8 p.m.
“Believe it or not, drag can be a pro
“Not only is it a bonding experience
for those taking part, it shows who we fession,” Boker said.
Those who come can expect to see
are when they do not otherwise see us,”
many fellow GVSU students lip-sync and
said Leslie Boker, the president of Out
‘N’ About. “It allows us to connect with dance to popular songs in exaggerated
and flamboyant attire in a cathartic cel
them.”
Out ‘N’ About is an on-campus orga ebration of femininity. Participants will
nization in charge of organizing events perform on a runway, showing off their
extravagant clothing, followed by a fash
geared toward the LGBT community.
Boker is organizing the amateur drag ion show. Boker, along with many other
members of Out ‘N’ About, will be per
show for the third time in the show’s fiveyear run and has coordinated the show forming.
“Enthusiasm counts more than skill,”
to coincide with National Coming Out
Boker
said, adding that its acceptable for
Day on Oct. 11. While the show is free,
Boker urges attendees to bring with them viewers to throw money on the stage. “As
a non-perishable food item or make a long as you have heart, it doesn’t matter.”
And it is that enthusiasm that has
cash donation. Proceeds from the show
kept
audiences coming back every year
will go toward the GVSU Womens Cen
in growing numbers.
ter pantry. Those who make a donation
“When a room becomes crowded
will receive complimentary beads for the
enough to cause concern over fire safety,
events Mardi Gras theme.

BY BEN QLICK

BGLICK® LANTHORN.COM
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Showing stylo: Contestants show their fashion at the 2013 Miss Powerdiva Pageant at Rumors Nightclub.

Study Abroad Fair
opens new doors

fas book«s

PIC explains options to students
pany headquarters, which
then have branches located
in West Michigan.
he Study Abroad Fair at
“Its hands-on experience
Grand Valley State Uni
versity strives to bring in your field,” Myers-Smith
“It’s something not of
students an opportunity said.
to
explore several different fered here, like working in
countries at once while re the rainforests (of Ecuador).
That gives you real substance
maining in the U.S.
“The benefit of the Study when you go in for job inter
Abroad Fair is that this is the views.”
Aside from booths offer
one time of the year that you
ing GVSU-run programs,
get all these people in one
room together,” said Alissa some will be represented
Lane, outreach coordina that are not affiliated with
tor for the Padnos Interna GVSU.
“With these programs,
tional Center. “Peer advisers
(are) people who’ve (studied students reap the same ben
abroad) before, people who efits (as GVSU-affiliated
Myers-Smith
know the funding, people programs),”
who are excited to talk to said. “They maintain their
GVSU student status, they’re
you.**
The fair, which is LIB 100 not charged double tuition;
and 201 approved, will take these booths open doors to
place in the Grand River different options.”
These programs are not
Room in the Kirkhof Center
unpopular,
either.
on Oct. 8 from 10 a.m. to 3
“Half of the students (who
p.m. It will feature more than
study
abroad)
30 booths rep- '
do
non-GVSU
resenting GVSU
programs,” Lane
study
abroad
added. “It’s a way
partners, GVSU
to make sure that
faculty-led pro ...studying
studying abroad
grams, financial
abroad is
is accessible to
aid, scholarship
everyone.”
and fellowship, accessible to
Megan Lendmajor
advice,
everyone.
man,
a
peer
internships and
adviser
at
the
travel clinics, as AUSSA LANE
Padnos
Inter
well non-GVSU PIC COORDINATOR
national
Cen
affiliated
pro
ter, has studied
grams. Organiz
ers are stressing that one of abroad twice, once in Taiwan
the most valuable experi and once in China.
“It was exciting to know
ences the fair will provide is
the opportunity to network that there were so many pos
With both international stu sibilities. There were as many
dents and students who have people there who were in
previously studied abroad. terested in seeing the world
Xhe fair will be showcasing like I was,” Lendman said of
programs that occur in the her experiences attending
summer and fall of 2014, for a study abroad fair. “Seeing
which applications are due that GVSU supported these
people made me feel more
Feb. 1.
“I hope the fair inspires supported.”
The fair strives to be ac
(students) to take this key
cessible to students without
step to study abroad,” cooverwhelming them. Booths
organizer Meaghann MyersSmith said. “It takes some are set up to advertise basic
dedication, it takes some travel information, provid
work. The ball is in these ing souvenirs such as maps.
“All the infor
students’ court.
mation can be
They can take
overwhelming
these steps to
on paper,” Lane
figure out their
added.
“The
options. It’s a ...information
study
abroad
fun event, lowcan be
fair puts a face
pressure. I hope
they get lost into overwhelming to that. You can
talk to someone
this idea of this
on
paper.
who’s just gotten
life experience.
back from Chi
Its an experience
AU88A LANE
na, or Ghana. It’s
we’re encourag PIC COORDINATOR
about getting to
ing students to
know these past
have.”
This year, the fair will be participants, having those
highlighting new programs conversations. International
students will also be there
that are now available to
and can talk (with attendees)
students. These include pro
about what it’s like to be an
grams that are major and
international student.”
interest-specific, such as a
Overall, the fair aims to
new service and spirituality
encourage
students to spend
program in India, two new
a semester or two abroad.
engineering
partnerships
“(Studying abroad) can be
with cities in Austria and
an
intimidating thing,” Lane
Switzerland, and an ecology
said.
“For any doubts, there’s
and conservation biology
an answer for that. It s not as
“focfM tn Ecuador. Several
intimidating as people per
of the internship programs,
ceive
it to be. If people are
such as those based in Aus
going
to see the world, col
tria and Switzerland, involve
lege
is
the time.”
the students working at com

then we know we did well,” Boker said <
last years show.
Last year, after the first three years
its operation, the show exceeded perso
capacity in the Pere Marquette Roo
and had to be moved to the larger Gran
River Room to accommodate all shov
goers.
For those who have never been to o
of these performances, Boker stres:
that there is profound meaning hidd
under the obvious hyperbole that go
along with these performances.
“Drag performers aren’t like other entertainers,” Boker said. “They are meant
to evoke certain qualities that help some
people who feel constrained by current
gender roles find alternative modes of
expression, and drag can be a good out*
let.”
The show aims to give the rest of t
GVSU student culture different aspec
of an on-campus community while ce
ebrating it in a fun environment.
“In the end, it’s about us showing
GVSU an aspect of LGBT culture in a
positive way,” Boker said. “This is a great
way we can connect with others.”

BY MARY MATTINGLY
LAKERLIFE @ LANTHORN.COM
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Reinventing books: A GVSU alumna, Meghan Hindenach, works on her unique children's books
that are made out of woodblocks, creating Bwata Books.
BY KATELYN MUDD

with this program and used it to create
her own unique children’s books. She
received a Bachelor’s of Art and Design
hen prompted on what careers
from GVSU in 2007.
they are pursuing, many Grand
Continuing with art after school, Hin
Valley State University students
denach is the artist and creator of Bwata
usually answer along the lines of bio
Books, a new project that includes two
medical sciences or in education. GVSU,
however, provides a variety of emphasis mothers with ties to GVSU, who have
created their own books using wood
programs, with one of them focusing on
block print. Through Kickstarter, a web
jewelry and metalsmithing. The program
strives to train students in the history of site that helps to provide funds for artists’
projects, Hindenach’s books are aiding in
art, its business practices, and traditional
and contemporary practices, further per kickstarting Bwata Books.
“It (Kickstarter) was recommended to
sonalizing students’ approach to art.
“My students can really become a va me as a way to get funds to get the books
published,” Hindenach said. “With kids’
riety of things, from having their own
private practice and making and selling books, you need a lot of money for the
their own items, to custom making jew inventory unless you decide to presale.”
Hindenach pursued her interest in
elry for jewelry store requests, and all the
early
childhood development after hav
way to the dental industry and making
braces,” said Beverly Seley, the coordina ing her own children.
“All these stories are ultimately for my
tor of the jewelry/metalsmithing empha
kids,” she said. “I usually work within 15
sis at GVSU.
minute increments. I just sit down here
GVSU alumna Meghan Hindenach
has taken the passion she discovered and there and chip away at the wood
KMUDD@LANTHORN.COM
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slowly throughout the day. It’s very1
rare for me to be able sit down for even
30 minutes in between the kid’s potty
breaks.”
Using her talent in metalsmithing,
Hindenach was able to add a special, per
sonalized twist to her children’s books. >
“I take a piece of wood, carve it, roll
the ink on, and then put the patterned
wall paper on and rub the back with a
wooden spoon and it transfers the pic-t
tures,” Hindenach said. “They’re called
woodblock prints. The stories are about
a little umbrella and a storm cloud. They
travel around and use the power of the1
storm cloud to help other little objects.”
Jenn Palm is the other mother be
hind Bwata Books. A graduate student
at GVSU in the communications pro
gram, Palm joined the project to aid in
the logistic and marketing tasks of the
company.
“Meghan is my cousin. We went to
Grand Valley together,” Palm said. “I was
interested in marketing and promotion
so I offered to help her. I have a son who
is about the same age as Meghan’s; we are
both looking to make a children’s book of
higher quality for kids out there.”
While studying at GVSU, Hindenach
worked closely with Seley, who always
encouraged her to follow her dreams in
a profession where landing a career may'
be difficult.
“She always encouraged the profes*1
sion and to follow the idea, not the tech*
nique, and see where it could take us,”
Hindenach said.
Hindenach can be reached with ques
tions at meghan@bwata.com. For more
information, check out her website www.
bwata.com.
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SHORTS
Cunningham named
GLIAC Athlete of the
Week
Grand Valley State Uni
versity senior golfer Chris
Cunningham was named the
GLIAC Men's Golf Athlete of
the Week on Wednesday after
earning medalist honors at the
Midwest Fall Regional at the
Harborside International Golf
Course in Chicago.
Cunningham shot a 72 (E)
in the first round of the tourna
ment, finishing the event with
a two-under par 70. He did not
record a bogey during the sec
ond day of the tournament.
GVSU won the team por
tion of the 33-team event by
collectively scoring a 585 (+9).
The Milford, Mich, native
garnished the award for the
third time in his career after
being named a Division II Ping
All-American Honorable Men
tion last season.
The team will compete next
in the Midwest Region Invi
tational on Oct. 14 in Eureka,
Mo.

Strong start: Sophomore Kirk Spencer arrives in the end zone making the Lakers' first touchdown of the evening only ten minutes into the game.

THAT’S MUCH BETTER

GVSU 49, TECH 3

Janecke, Peterson
named GLIAC Athletes
of the Week
Sophomore Jessica Jan
ecke of the No. 1 Grand Val
ley State University women's
cross country team and Alan
Peterson of the No. 3 men's
team swept the GLIAC Cross
Country Athlete of the Week
awards for the second time in
three weeks after posting solid
performances in the Roy Griak
Invitational.
The event was made up of
mostly NCAA Division I teams
(26 of 28 on the women's side,
21 of 24 on the men's) and was
hosted by the University of
Minnesota on Sep. 28.
Janecke came away with
a 29th-place finish, posting
a GLIAC-best time of 21:43
on the women's side. GVSU
came away with a ninth-place
finish as a team.
Peterson also led all GLIAC
runners with a time of 25:08,
which was good enough for
38th place. The men's team
finished in 12th place.
Both teams will compete in
the Muskegon Jayhawk Invita
tional on Friday at 2 p.m.

GLIAC

Focused path: Senior Reggie Williams returns a kick at Saturday’s game against Michigan Tech.
The Lakers won the game after a loss the week before against Ohio Dominican.
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

ead coach Matt Mitchell expected his team
to bounce back after it suffered a 57-14 de
feat to Ohio Dominican University.
But he wasn’t expecting this.
Mitchell and the No. 25 Grand Valley State
University football team (4-1, 2-1 GLIAC) re
turned to its winning ways and dominated in
all three phases of a 49-3 victory over Michigan
Tech University (2-2, 2-2 GLIAC).
“Maybe not to this degree, because I know
the type of tradition and pride that Michigan
Tech has in.their program,” Mitchell said about
his team bouncing back. “1 do think this shows
the potential of the 2013 Lakers and obviously
last week we did not play up to our potential.
It’s a little bittersweet. I’m happy about how our
guys bounced back and how our guys handled it,

STANDINGS

OVERVIEW

FOOTBALL

IT WAS OVER WHEN... Parting found Pitts for the
35-yard score to start the second half. Not looking
to let up, GVSU took the opening drive of the half
and pushed its lead to 35-3, putting the game out
of reach.

GUAC NORTH
SVSU
Ferris State
Wayne State
GVSU
Hillsdale
MichiganTech.
Northwood
NMU

4-0
3-1
3-1
2-1
2-1
2-2
1-2
1-3

GUAC SOUTH
Ohio Dorn.
Ashland
Findlay
Lake Erie
Tiffin
Walsh
Malone

4-0
2-2
1-2
1-3
1-3
1-3
0-4

Two of Parling’s touchdowns came via screen
but I’m also frustrated that we didn’t take care
of business down in Ohio, but it is what it is and passes. On his first one, Parling recognized the
we’re moving on.”
Michigan Tech blitz in his pre-snap
This game also marked the return
read and audibled to a screen pass
for sophomore running back Kirk
of junior quarterback Heath Parling,
Spencer, who took the ball 34 yards
who missed the last three games be
cause of a shoulder injury.
for the score.
I'm happy
After throwing an interception on
The second screen pass that went
the first Laker play from scrimmage, about how our for a touchdown capped off an 85Parling didn’t show any signs of rust guys bounced
yard drive before the half. Senior
as he completed 19 of 24 passes for
wide receiver Brandan Green took it
back...
14 yards to give GVSU a 28-3 advan
264 yards and four touchdowns.
“I misread a coverage and obvi
tage into halftime.
ously threw a bad ball, so I’d like to MATT MITCHELL
“The first point is our athletic line
HEAD FOOTBALL COACH
have that one back,” Parling said.
man that can get downfield,” Mitchell
said. “The second part of the screen
“Just had to regroup and refocus in.
They kind of started to get back into looks that game Is that we have a lot of unselfish players
we practiced against that made things easier, and
SEE FOOTBALL ON B2
we executed well.”

GVSU
Ferriss State
Ashland
Northwood
MichiganTech.
NMU
Findlay
Ohio Dorn.
Lake Erie
Tiffin
Malone
SVSU
Walsh

1ST 04:09 GV—Kirk Spencer 34 yd pass from
Heath Parling, 7-0
11:50 GV—Joe Warner 5 yd pass from Heath
Parling, 14-0

2ND 09:05 MT—Garret Mead 44 yd field goal,
GAME BALL... Take your pick. Each side of the ball

14-3
00:24 GV—Brandan Green 14 yd pass from
Heath Parling, 28-3

and special teams had people who contributed in
big ways. It was a total team effort that dominated
Michigan Tech in every phase of the game.

STAT OF THE NIGHT... 3. After giving up 57 points
last week to Ohio Dominican, the most impressive
thing was seeing the defense and special teams limit
Michigan Tech to only 3 points on the night.

3RD 13:34 GV—Darryl Pitts 35 yd pass from Heath

VOLLEYBALL
Ferris State
Ashland
GVSU
NMU
Northwood
Wayne State
Findlay
Hillsdale
SVSU
MichiganTech
Maloe
Ohio Dorn.
Tiffin
Walsh
Lake Erie
LSSU

7-0
6-1
6-1
6-1
5-2
5-2
4-3
4-3
3-4
3-4
2-5
2-5
1-6
1-6
1-6
0-7

4TH 12:49 GV—Ben Hutchins 60 yd run, 49-3

• Joe Warner's touchdown was the first catch in his
GVSU career.
• Bobby Wunderlich was diagnosed with a severely
fractured left leg. Mitchell said that it, "looked
bad."

---------------------------------------------- S O C C K \\ ----------------------------------------------- ------------------

Keeping the streak alive
No. / Lakers yet to allow a goal this season, move to 8-0-1
The Grand Valley State Uni
versity women’s soccer team re
turned home on Friday having
scored 13 goals in seven matches
this season. In two games against
GLIAC opponents over the week
end, GVSU scored 15 times.
“I think we were able to score
as much as we did as a team
because that’s what we’ve been
striving for in practice, know
ing that we’re so young and still
trying to connect with each
other offensively,” senior mid
fielder Shelby Humphries said.
“We wanted to put on a good
show for our home crowd.”
GVSU (8-0-1, 6-0 GLIAC)
opened against Malone (34-1, 1-3 GLIAC) at home on
Friday night and routed the
Pioneers 8-0, scoring six goals
in the second half.
The Lakers scored more
than two goals for only the
second time this season.
“You don’t shoot, you don’t
score,” head coach Dave Dilanni
said. “We’re really deep, we have
a lot of options and it’s making
everyone play better, longer.”
Freshman midfielder Marti
Corby, who fired 18 shots over
the weekend and leads the

\ () L L E V H \ L L
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Volleyball rebounds after
big loss, sweeps matches
Women's team cruises past Ohio Dominican,
Tiffin universities for weekend home victories
BY JAY BUSHEN

led to points. Both opponents
were held to a hitting percentage
mark lower than .060.
The No. 17 Grand Valley
The team appears to be one
State University women’s volley
of the favorites to win the con
ball team found a way to bounce
ference this season after win
back after being knocked down
ning 10 of its last 11 games. It
by its rival on Tuesday.
has upset the No. 6 team in the
GVSU rebounded from the
AVCA Top-25 Poll
loss against No. 22
on two separate
Ferris State Uni
occasions and has
versity by using a
swept five differ
pair of solid defen
ent GLIAC oppo
sive performances We’re very
nents.
to sweep both
“Were
very
confident.
We
Ohio Dominican
confident,” Scan
University (25-14, do want to
lon said. “We do
25-15, 25-15) and
win...
want to win the
Tiffin University
conference. That’s
(25-21, 25-20, 25DEANNE SCANLON
our goal, and
13) over the week HEAD COACH
we have to bring
end at the Fieldthat every single
house Arena.
night.”
“We just have a calmness
The team currently holds the
about us,” GVSU head coach
No. 2 spot in the standings be
Deanne Scanlon said. “When
neath only Ferris State (12-3,7-0
we do get into some tight points,
GLIAC). The Bulldogs defeated
were able to fight through it”
the Lakers in five sets Tuesday in
GVSU (12-3, 6-1 GLIAC)
Big Rapids, Mich.
was all over the court defen
GVSU seemed unaffected
sively in both matches, making
three days later.
a number of athletic digs that
extended plays and ultimately
ASSISTANTSPORTS @
LANTHORN.COM

Total control: Sophomore Katie Klunder prepares to pass the
ball down the pitch during Sunday’s rainy home game.

Lakers with 47 on the season,
notched goal No. 1 in the ninth
minute off an assist from ju
nior forward Jenny Shaba.
The goal was Corby’s first
as a Laker.
“Finishing,” she said. “It’s
been one of our main goals
in practice and I guess it just
clicked this weekend. My men
tality is to take opportunities
when they’re presented...I was
feeling it. We were feeling it.”
On Sunday, the lakers came
prepared with plenty of offense
for a rainy day of action in Allen

Buy, Sell and Promote!

dale. The opponent was Walsh (3-

6-1,0-5) and the match was a near
carbon copy of the route stormed
against Malone on Friday.
“Both games were similar in
the fact that our girls did a nice
job of making some adjustments
at halftime,” Dilanni said. “It just
seems like one (goal) is turning
into five really quickly.”
Through a torrential down
pour, the Laker side was held to a
single score in the first half, a goal
by Humphries in minute 31.
SEE SOCCER ON B3

SEE VOLLEYBALL ON B2

Free Print and Online Classifieds
Free for students, faculty and staff
Email to Classifieds@ Lanthorn.com
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• Michael Ratay led the Lakers on the ground, tal
lying 117 yards on 16 carries and one touchdown.
He now leads the team with nine rushing touch
downs on the year.

• "It feels good," Parling said about his shoulder
after the game. "I've been feeling good the last
week or so, so I was excited just to get out there
and get things rolling again."

Parling, 35-3
09:51 GV—Chris Robinson 1 yd run, 42-3

PB ARROWS @ LANTHORN.COM

5-0
4-2
3-2-1
3-3
2-0-1
2-1-1
2-2-1
2-2-1
2-2
1-2-1
1-4
1-4
0-4

WORTH NOTING

SCORING SUMMARY

BY PETE BARROWS

W. SOCCER

Coaching strategy: Head coach Matt Mitchell talks the Laker
football team to a blowout win, with a final score of 49-3.
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Men's tennis takes second at GV invitational

Stretch: Senior Bryan Hodges reaches to return the ball at a
tournament with the Grand Valley State University tennis team.
BY AUTUMN BURIN
ABURIN m LANTHORN.COM

The tension mounted among
the hushed crowd as the final
tennis balls were served at the
2013 Grand Valley State Univer
sity Invitational this weekend.
The GVSU men’s tennis play
ers closed their eyes and groaned
as the final score was announced
at the Grandville High School
courts, crowning Davenport
University as victorious.
“Davenport was our tough
est competition,” GVSU junior
Quinn Sylow said.

The Davenport duo of Eric
Pell and Juan-Philip van Antwer
pen defeated Sylow and sopho
more Andrew Heuerman 8-4.
Cornerstone University and
Calvin College also competed in
the four-team event, but it was
Davenport that ultimately found
a way to prevail as a team.
The Lakers played tirelessly
against their fierce opponents.
“They put the pressure on us,”
Sylow said of the Panthers. “They
put the responsibility on us to
come up with the goods while
we failed to make them come up

-------------------

FOOTBALL
CONTINUED FROM B1
that will block, and I think the
third thing is a couple times
Heath got us into the screens
based on some looks that we
saw. I thought tonight we did a
great job of executing.”
After struggling last week
on the special teams end, it was
GVSU who was making plays
in that phase of the game. It was
the seniors who led the way, as
Billy Seiler recovered a muffed
punt by Michigan Tech and
Erik Thompson blocked a punt
that set up the GVSU offense

I< O (> T

to start from the 1-yard line of
Michigan Tech.
“We got great kickoff cover
age and pinned them down in
side most of the night,” Mitchell
said. “Our punt team forced a
fumble, our punt return team
blocked a punt that led to a
score, and Reggie Williams did a
nice job of advancing the ball.”
On defense, the highlight
came early in the first quarter as
GVSU made a goal-line standafter Parling’s interception—to
keep the game scoreless.
GVSU also managed to con
tain Michigan Tech quarterback
Tyler Scarlett. Scarlett entered the

VOLLEYBALL
CONTINUED FROM B1
It easily dominated Ohio Dominican
on Friday by posting double-digit victories
in straight sets. GVSU made it look easy by
hitting better than .300 in each stanza.
Juniofj.o^tside hitter Abby Aiken led
pth teams with 11 kills, while junior setterkaiugri^ptex;sjpbSSPa Irutavhigh 27
I"1
seven
digs in the victory.
The team also had a strong performance
from junior middle blocker Ally Simmons,
who has been establishing herself as an of

with their own.”
It was difficult for GVSU to
accept a second-place finish af
ter making it all the way to the
semifinals.
The team had expected to
come away in first.
“I think everyone came in
with very high expectations,
which made it easy for a lot of us
to get let down,” Heuerman said.
It took strength and determi
nation of the entire team to make
it as far as it did. Sylow, who had
missed some time due to injury,
said he was pleased with his over
all performance.
“The highlight of the tour
nament for me was playing
better doubles than expected,”
he said. “It was my first tour
nament this fall.”
The Sydney, Australia, native
said he gained a lot of confidence
because none of his previous inju
ries bothered him, which allowed
him to strike the ball cleanly. He
also said a number of teammates
impressed him in the event.
“Our team showed some real
depth,” he said “We hope it will
carry over when we play in (the

Titan Invitational). It will have a
rival of ours, Detroit Mercy, who
we are eager to get revenge against
after losing to them last (season).”
Junior Francis Bertrand said
he played well but still has room
for improvement. “I still have to
be tougher on the court and not
give points awayf Bertrand said.
The outcome of the tourna
ment caused the players to reevalu
ate their personal strengths and find
exit what they can do next time to
improve their game. Although they
didn’t get the exact outcome they
wanted, the Lakers were still able
to enjoy being part of a team that is
motivated to improve as a whole.
Heuerman said his team
could have performed at a higher
level, but it certainly has the po
tential to finish the season on a
high note on Saturday at the Ti
tan Invitational in Detroit.
“No disrespect to our
opponents, but we can do
better and we will,” he said.
“We’re all hungry for some
good wins in Detroit next
weekend. It will be great
to finish off the fall season
strong.”

II \ L L -------------------------game averaging the second-most
passing yards per game in the
GLIAC, averaging 276 yards per
contest However, on this night
he struggled to find a rhythm, as
he finished the game completing
17 of 36 passes for 223 yards.
“I’m proud of our guys on
defense,” Mitchell said. “We
had to move Chuck Hill to
safety. We moved Davie Talley
to nickel. We moved Sam Pow
er from defensive line back to
linebacker. (They) completely
bought into everything that
we did. We had a solid game
plan in place, and our kids
went out and executed it.”

fensive presence inside. Simmons recorded
eight kills and finished with a hitting per
centage of .667, making it her third straight
contest with a mark of .545 or better. She en
tered Saturdays match with the fifth-highest
percentage in the GLIAC.
“fve been building confidence for the
last couple of weeks,” she said.
.. Sophomore middle blocker ..boleigh
Lound stepped up with 11 kills and a matchbest four blocks in the victory over Tiffin on
Saturday, while sophomore outside hitter
Betsy Ronda posted a pair of match-highs
with 14 kills and a .483 hitting percentage.

With sophomore safety Brad
Horling out, it was senior Hill who
played safety alongside T hompson
and junior Bobby Wunderlich.
Hill—along with the rest of the
leaker defense—played this game
with a chip on his shoulder.
“We had a sour taste in our
mouth because the defense
last week was obviously not
flying to the ball, so we put an
emphasis on that this week,”
he said. “We went out there
and handled our business.”
GVSU’s next game will be
this Saturday, as it will face rival
Ferris State University (3-2, 3-1
GLIAC) in Big Rapids.

Ronda, the 2012 GLIAC Freshman of the
Year, was impressive despite spraining her
wrist in the loss to FSU. She did not play on
Friday and has missed a number of matches
this season due to an abdominal strain.
“Its coming along,” she said. “Its going
to be a work in progress. Lots of rest, lots of
ice, there’s not much else I can do. Its feeling
better than it was last week.”
The team will attempt to push its con
ference record to 8-1 in Ohio this weekend
when it takes on Lake Erie College on Fri
day at 7 p.m. and Ashland University on
Saturday at 6 p.m.
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SOCCER

46 shots and seven goals, six
of which once again came in
the second half.
In minute 64, Humphries
beat her defender in the box and
netted a ball in the upper 90 of
the crease for her second goal of
the game. Freshman defender
Clare Carlson then scored goal

CONTINUED FROM B1
The GVSU offense opened
with the clouds, however, and
safely navigated both inclem
ent conditions and Walsh
defenders to reign over and
rain upon the opponent with

No. 3 in minute 70 and just 20
seconds later, Humphries com
pleted her hat trick, the first hat
trick recorded by a Laker since
Kayla Addison scored three
goals in a 5-0 win over Michigan
Tech in October of 2010.
“I was able to score as much
as 1 did because of my team

mates,” Humphries said. “They
really set me up well to score,
and coming off the bench and
a cortisone shot earlier in the
week, it was just exciting to be
out there and play and pickup
that first goal in my career here.”
Freshman forward Emily
Bush scored her first collegiate

goal in minute 79, then assisted
on Emery’s goal in minute 83
that gave the Lakers a 6-0 lead.
Shaba added the final goal of
the contest less than 30 seconds
later, giving her a goal in five of
GVSU s last six matches.
Overshadowed for the only
the third time this season, the

B3

Laker defense was stout, holding
Malone to two shots and Walsh
to three shots while preserving a
nine-game shutout streak to be
gin the 2013 campaign.
GVSU will return to action
on Wednesday when it travels
to take on the University of
Indianapolis at 6:30 p.m.

Lacrosse goes 6-1 in weekend Laker Classic
BY ADAM KNORR

“Playing seven games in two
days is a lot,” GVSU head coach
Alicia Groveston said. “Our
more difficult competition was
on Sunday so we set ourselves
up for a disadvantage. How
ever, that’s where we get to see
what we’re really made off’
What the Lakers are made
up of, it appears, is talent.
Juniors Rachel Leibovitz
and Meagan Emery, who com
bined for 88 points during last
year’s campaign, return this
year to marquee a quick-strike
Laker attack. Fellow classmates
Brianna Shefferly and Ashley
Stoltenberg highlight a strict
defense in front of freshman
goaltender Sarah Zwilsky.
GVSU’s lineup was able to
work out the early-season kinks
against a smattering of Midwest
teams including the Univer
sity of Findlay, the only other
GLLAC team in attendance. The

AKNORR@LANTHORN.COM

In the 2013 regular season,
the Grand Valley State Uni
versity womens lacrosse team
cemented its place atop the
GLLAC in commanding fash
ion. GVSU ripped off a string of
k 1 consecutive wins, including
eight during conference play.
The 2014 season is looking
like it could be d£j& vu.
Over the weekend, the Lak
ers hosted six teams in the
GVSU Laker Lacrosse Classic.
Unfortunately for the visitors,
GVSU wasn’t a very accom
modating host. The Lady Lak
ers went 6-1, barely missing an
undefeated weekend by drop
ping their final game to Lindenwood University.
GVSU played seven teams in
two days, giving it a plethora of
valuable game-situation experi
ence before the spring season.

Lakers were able to get an early
look at what the conference will
throw at them during their quest
defend the GLLAC throne.
“Findlay is a lot better than
they were last year,” junior at
tacker Sarah Lowe, said “I think
having them in our conference
and them getting better is only
going to make us better.”
Despite the perceived pro
gression for the Oilers, GVSU
overcame a slow first half and
buried Findlay in a secondhalf onslaught.
The fall season will conclude
on Oct. 20 as the team will play
host once again—this time to
the University of Michigan.
After concluding the fall
season, the Lakers will take the
winter off from team play to fo
cus on individual skill workouts
before they take the field again
in February, once more squar
ing off against Lindenwood.

GV takes a step at a time
Cross country teams place high at Notre Dame Invitational
BY TATE BAKER
TBAKER@LANTHORN.COM

With less than three weeks to
go before the GLLAC Champi
onships, the Grand Valley State
University men’s and women’s
cross country teams had an op
portunity to further prepare as
they went up against a slew of
NCAA Division II competition
at the Notre Dame Invitational
this weekend.
“It was a nice opportunity
for us to go up against some
bigger schools that we normal
ly don’t see,” GVSU sophomore
Jessica Janecke sad. “As we get
further and further into the
season, these types of races are
really going to be a test to see
where we are as a team.”
In the men’s race, the No.
3 Lakers proved to be a domi
nant force as they manhandled
the competition, outlasting
second-place North Central
College by 38 points.
North Central came into the
event as the top-ranked team in
all of the NCAA Division III.
“I thought after we got a
feel of how the racing condi
tions were after the women’s
rate that our men’s team was

able to take a more conserva
tive approach, which helped us
come up with the win,” GVSU
head coach Jerry Baltes said.
Leading the way for the
Lakers was junior Alan Peter
son, who crossed the finish
line with a time of 25:35, fin
ishing second overall.
Peterson had been named
the GLLAC Cross Country Ath
lete of the Week on Wednesday.
“(Alan) has continued to
lead us in every race this sea
son,” Baltes said. “No surprise
that he was able to have they
type of day that he did.”
Seniors Josh Moskalewski and
Brent Showerman aLso helped
lead the Lakers to victory as
both runners finished in the top
10. Moskalewski came in fourth
with a time of25:38 before Show
erman followed behind him with
a ninth-place time of25:50.
‘Tosh really stepped up and
was a big part of our success
this past weekend,” Baltes said.
“Brent really had a solid day
as well. Whenever those three
core guys are running well, we
always have a chance to win.”
The I-aker women also fair
ed well as they put together a
second-place finish in the gold

GET CAUGHT!
Reading die ^a/U/iotui

division.
The team came dose to tak
ing home the invitational cham
pionship but fell to first-place
Southern Illinois University by a
slim margin of 11 points.
“I don’t necessarily think we
were completely pleased with
how we finished, but you can’t
be too disappointed with a sec
ond-place finish,” Janecke said.
“I feel like we ran good for the
running conditions as well.”
Janecke led the charge for
the No. 1 lakers, as she finished
fourth overall with a time of
17:42. Also finishing in the top
10 was senior Courtney Brewis,
who crossed the finish line in
ninth place with a time of 17:48.
“We still aren’t exactly where
we want to be, but we put in a
good overall team performance
this weekend,” Brewis said.
“Our big focus is the GLIAC’s
right now. Every race is prepar
ing us for that meet.”
Rounding out the top five for
the Lakers was freshman Kendra
Foley, who finished 12th with
a time of 17:51, junior Hannah
Osborn, who finished 16th with
a time of 18:10 and junior Allyson Winchester who finished
21 st with a time of 18:20.
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Bring your team of 2, 3, or
4 for a chance to win a
semester of up to $3,000
in FREE rent by racing
other teams to solve clues.
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Credit troubles
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND

ASSOCIATE 0 LANTHORN.COM
While credit cards can be great for

• -■

students to build up their credit for the
future, it can also be many students’
downfall. Often, it is easier to spend
money when using credit because
the money seems more like an
idea than paper in your wallet.
“One of the biggest factors
in your credit scone is your
payment history? said Luis
Lozano, assistant director
of the student employment
office. “Obtaining a credit card while
in college will help you establish a longer
nedit history. However, you have to be able to
ee a credit card for what it is, borrowed money.
If you have a credit card with a $500 limit that
does not mean that you have an extra $500
to spend. If you will not be able to use your
card and pay off your balance at the end of
the month you may want to turn down the
offer and pass on opening an account.”
For students deciding where they
should apply for a credit card, they
should look at the options that each
place offers and what interest rate is
charged if they don’t pay off their full
balance every month, Lozano said.
It is helpful for students to com
pare their options instead of tak
ing the first one that comes their
way, and check to see if there is an
annual fee, what the APR is, if there
is a grace period, if there are transac
tion fees, and how much they could be
charged for a late fee, Lozano added.
Statistics show that many students
have a history of not using credit cards

responsibly. Lozano said that
about 70 percent of college stu
dents have at least one credit
card and of these students, only
10 percent actually pay off the
full balance every month. When
students use this borrowed
money, they have to pay back
both the principal and the inter
est, which can add up quickly.
“Interest is charged on any
unpaid balance,” Lozano said.
“This is where you can use
credit cards to your advantage
if you pay off your credit card
in full at the end of the month.
Using your card for everyday
purchases like gas will create
some activity on your account
and as long as you pay it off at
the end of month you will be
on your way to obtain a good
credit score.”
Lozano gave students advice
on the best ways to avoid rack
ing up debt quickly.

> Never let anyone borrow
or use your credit card
> IOLTs don’t matter to a
lender, you are responsible for
paying the money back
> Don’t use a credit card as
if it’s free money
> Even $1,000 of debt at a
high APR can take almost 12
years to pay off if you’re just
paying the monthly minimum
> Do not use more than 30
percent of your available bal
ance, because using more will
hurt your credit score
If students are responsible
with their credit cards, it can
greatly help them in the future.
The easiest way for students to
avoid a debt problem is to make
sure they’re paying off their full
balance every month and not
spending more than they can
afford, Lozano said.

Don’t forget

Health Insurance
For more information, call:

(616) 895-5846
or visit www.mfbhealth.com
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Where should I
keep my money?
Banks or credit unions
so it can be harder to gain
access to accounts without
visiting that branch, and go
anks
and
credit
unions offer similar ing to an ATM can result 4n
services, but the two high fees.
structures are very different.“I don’t have specific ad
A bank is like any other vice other than that students
business that is run for a prof should just compare banks
it. When someone deposits to see which ones have low
their money, banks work to fees for the services they
make a profit by either invest might use as well as what
ing that money or loaning it ever convenience charatout to other customers. The teristics (things like branch
customer benefits from the and ATM locations) the
interest they gain from loan individual student might
ing their money to the bank. desire,” said Daniel Giedeman, associate professors
Banks answer to investors
and are therefore expected to of economics. “Often credit
unions will be a good fit for
make a profit.
students,
but not always the
Credit unions, on the
other hand, are run differ best fit.”
Once students decide
ently because when a per
what
their needs are, th^y
son deposits their money,
can
choose
between tjie
they are essentially buying
two. Many people are be
shares of the company and
are called “members.” Ac coming wary of large banks,
counts at credit unions are but often the technology
accordingly called shares and convenience they of
because the customer is a fer is much higher than at a
credit union.
;J
part owner of the business.
Some
customers
choose
Another big difference
to keep long-term savings
is that credit unions are not
run for profit. Instead of at a credit union because
in most cases they offer a
making a profit, this is given
higher
rate of return, but
back to the members, and
can be in the form of better also have an account at a
rates on savings and loans, bank for daily transactions
since it’s often more acces
lower fees, or dividends.
While there are many sible and have locations in
benefits to credit unions, more areas.
For students to decide be
banks have the advantage in
tween
the two, they shou d
that they often have many
weigh
their costs and ben
branches that a customer
can visit to withdraw or de efits of both, depending < n
posit their money. Credit the bank or credit unioi,
unions are often restricted and decide which one bi st
to a specific community, fits their needs.
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND

ASSOCIATE @ LANTHORN.COM
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CONVENIENCE.
MADE IN MICHIGAN.

the little
he 2012 national Sur
vey of Student Engage
ment annual results
cium reported that 60 per
cent of first-year students are
.(jyorried about having enough
nfnoney for regular expenses
and 62 percent of seniors had
tffie same concern.
^)n Now, we all know that col
lege is the time for students
,/tP live off Ramen noodles,
/panned beans, cereal and the
.jglways-popular Easy Mac;
Jkut does that really need to
rlJje the case? Can’t we as colstudents stand up and
jrfjpoil ourselves by getting a
.gijteak once in awhile?
tic If college is supposed to
jfre a time to learn, to grow
1(ftnd mature (and have a
afjjttle fun along the way),

then why did the NSSE sur
vey find that 59 percent of
first-year students and 53
percent of seniors are wor
ried about paying for col
lege? Why do 32 percent of
first-year students and 36
percent of seniors worry
that financial concerns are
interfering with their aca
demic performance?
The truth of the matter is
that most students have a diffi
cult time managing their mon
ey, and this increases stress.
“Waiting until after college
to take control of your financ
es could cost you,” said Nick
Certo, senior vice president
in University Banking at PNC
Bank in an article on the web
site dailyfinance.com.
So, if you are one of those

students who is working a
full-time job while taking a
full class load, keep up the
good work. That said, there
are things that all students
can do to help alleviate the
financial burden they may
feel and maybe even help set
themselves up for the future.
In the 20ll article “The
New Freshman 15: Financial
Tips for College Students”
by Sheryl Nance-Nash that
appeared on www.dailyfinance.com, she shared sim
ple ideas each student can
do to save money.
She had many tips to of
fer students, but her main
thought is that many students
don’t realize all the hidden
costs that they could avoid.
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS. FACULTY
AND STAFF some restrictions apply

MARKETPLACE
From: Brandon Schweiger
Email:
Schweigb@mail.gvsu.edu

Roommates
48 West - Now leasing for
the 2014-2015 school year!
Call (616)-895-2400 for more
information.

Plaza
Towers
Call (616)-776-3300 for more
information on Plaza Tower
Apartments located Down
town.

Pineridge Apartments has
ground level apartments that
look and feel like condos!
Ideally located between Al
lendale
and
Grand
Rapids. (616)-453-7999.

Highland Place Apartments Studio and 1 bedroom apart
ments designed with comfort
and style! (616)-234-0100.

Looking for a female room
mate
for 2 bedroom 1 bath at Loft
45.
Lease starts October 4. $800
a month (total).
Am easy going & full time
student @ GVSU.
More info.: call/text
586-817-0031
email: fuocoa@mail.gvsu.edu

Looking for subleaser in
Copper Beech apts for winter
2014 semester! Have 3
roommates, all great people!

The Lofts - 1 & 2 bedroom
apartments less than a mile
from
the
downtown
campus. (616)-234-0100.

Housing
1 room for sublease in Cop
per Beach. Big rooms; lots of
living space! 3 other girls in
the house and would prefer a
female. This is an upstairs
bedroom with its own private
full bathroom attached.
Apartment is fully furnished.
The 3 girls are VERY respect
ful, nice, and clean.
Sub-lease would run from
Dec 14th - June 28th. Rent is
$442 a month which includes
water.
Please feel free to contact
me with any questions or to
get a tour!

SUBLEASER NEEDED. It’s a
furnished four bedroom, 4.5
bath town home in Copper
Beech. I have one of the
rooms downstairs which in
cludes an attached bath
room. The lease ends in June
and the rent is $397.00 (in
cluding water) The lease
would start in December. Ei
ther text/call me at
616-928-5550. Please let me
know asap if you’re inter
ested.

1 subleaser needed for the
Winter semester, starting
January 1,2014. Located
downtown Grand Rapids at
American Seating Apart
ments. Rent is 420 a month
with free parking. Located
close to the downtown cam
pus. Only utility to pay is
Consumer’s Energy. Please
call 810-360-7543 for more
details.

Internships
Love INC
Job Title: Marketing Intern
Location: Allendale, Ml
Search Job ID: 10311
Apply By: October 27, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Worldwide Pants, Inc.
Job Title: Late Show with
David Letterman Interns
Location: New York, NY
Search Job ID: 10338
Apply By: October 30, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
BBB Serving Western Michi
gan
Job Title: Charity Review In
tern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 6599
Apply By: January 20, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Spectrum Health
Job Title: Summer 2014 IS
Internships
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 10343
Apply By: October 27, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
classifieds@lanthorn.com

New Way Recovery, Inc.
Job Title: Social Media Intern
Location: Holland, Ml
Search Job ID: 10181
Apply By: October 21, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Lakeshore Arts Alliance, Inc
Job Title: Programming and
Research Marketing Intern
Location: Saugatuck, Ml
Search Job ID: 10137
Apply By: October 20, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Perrigo Company
Job Title: Summer 2014 Cor
porate Tax Internship
Location: Allegan, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 10202
Apply By: December 13,
2013
For more information visit
www. g vsu. edu/lakerjobs

State Farm Insurance
Job Title: Business Develop
ment Internship
Location: Holland, Ml
Salary: 8.50/hour
Search Job ID: 10203
Apply By: October 23, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Mel Trotter Ministries Inc.
Job
Title:
Nurse/
LPN/CENA/EMT Volunteer or
Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 10242
Apply By: December 31,
2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Domino's Pizza
Job Title: Summer Intern
ships
Location: Ann Arbor, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 10041
Apply By: October 16, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

classified5@lanthom.com

Miscellaneous
The International City
Management Association
Graduate Student Chapter at
GVSU invites you to an
Economic Development
Workshop featuring Eric
Delong, Deputy City Manager
of Grand Rapids; Jana
Wallace, Debt and Authority
Officer for Grand Rapids; and
Rick Chapla, Business
Development Director for the
Right Place Inc. The event is
October 7from 4:00—6:00 in
the Loosemore
Auditorium on the Richard
DeVos campus. Food and
beverages will be provided.
There is no RSVP required.

G.A. Richards Company
Job Title: IT Support Tech
Internship
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 10147
Apply By: October 20. 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

New Way Recovery, Inc.
Job Title: Social Media Intern
Location: Holland, Ml
Search Job ID: 10181
Apply By: October 21,2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
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So.WHATDiD
you WArtT?

icon*.rfnp
5 GANGToTEKT

WAY4 T<s "OTU. WHEN
You're in THE Tough
FART OF T0WH

i orri picked
aPockAnP

!EWIf AT
,
bj£ HEAD /

bag______line
sheep______tight
floor_______ walk
arch_______ fish
day________boat
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Super Crossword
44 Borae-toPhoenm (Sr
1 Mcrowave
47 German-a"
brand
t Ftocueon pro 46 Poet12 Where to
Irade uaed
61 Moo shu and
artictea
Hr yung. e g
20 Actreaaee
86 Utae —
(anal try)
Rue and
96 Lab rodent
Ramirez
21 KxHMpear 87 Qnrmg sort
86 Hebrtdee iere
22 Sum cigar
23 He acquired 86 Global
financial org
1.083 U S.
patents
60 *—lavter
61 Top-being
29 Drastic
sharer*
measures
26 Feehtonabte 63 Pants lords
67 Kansas city
Qnrgto
66 Arse with
27 Bouncers'
requests
lota ot totts
72 Nor'eaeters
2S Tree tor a
bar* beetle
•0
21 — accompli 74 EyabaBsr
(twig done) 78 Joy. for one
76 With 10*
30 Wiped out
Down.
31 Dr*awfu6y
mMlary
loud sound
center*
37 Bose —
(The Dukes 76 "Conan" aser
of HazzanT 61 Be on a Slant
63 New. to Juan
role)
64 Poolroom
39 Creature
(60
catchers
40 1*' Oscar 66 Big beagle
feature
Perm
66 Judge *
re)ec6on
41 Entreat
44 Waitress at
SO He1* a real
Mart Dinar
doll

ACROSS

61 Lined song
tyttabte
92 Rainbow

pen

99 Cameron ot
In Her
Shoes"
64 Three. In
Ban
■6 Kilter serves
66 Parted
66 Indrvtduale
101 re often
gnrenby
business
supplier* tor
but* ordering
106 MefvWe
whaler
110 Baldwin o1
"The Edge111 Suffix with
salt
112 Catering
vessel
113 91 Across
to6oww.
perhaps
116 Opened. as
an envatopa
11S They re
hidden m
tea puzzles
era longest
121 Revealed
122 Meets wth
old
classmans
123 Unaensibto

124 When
required
128 Is napping
126 Big parties

33
34
SS
36
36
41

Bit ol pepper
(tootNoWy again
Makes taboo
Kind ol pitch
DOWN
Electricity
1 Take —at
Itoxtoie
(attempt)
42 -ScaT
2 Olympic
43 Sisters and
skier Phi
aunt*, eg
3 Sweet *me* 48 Hoopla
44 Most
4 Football
greet Joe
beautiful
8 Comfortable 49 Skin problem
— old shoe
80 Dwk
6 Galena, eg
attachment’
7 Circle Knee
82 Document
6 In among
validator
• One hurtng S3 Enter via
something
keyboard
10 Lady wkh
54 Zeetydto
Lennon
96 Mag edtoon
11 Lagged It
60 Sticking
12 Wheat told
plant
m heath
62 Put-oil place
tood stores
64 At any time.
13 Madams
toabard
Tueeauds.
66 One-named
singer ot
•8
14 Colony cottar
"Someone
L ika You"
IS Outer's goal
16 Tame great 66 Fatigued
Edberg
66 Treat as a
catabnty
17 VWSa dude
16 — add (tat
70 Old spy gp
substance)
71 Tight
16 Cut and —
tailing
24 Scorches
72 Bag
26 Tricky curves 73 Provable
32 Monstrous
76 Completed

OPPOSITE
EFFECT
77 Lymph
bump
60 Lingerie top
82 Give support
86 Scratch wth
add
66 Rebuke
67 Autobahn
Mto
66 Eyeball
66 Mickey of
(ha dtomond
66 Consent
(*»
*7 Contact tons
brand
96 Yams* of
Shields wxl
Vame*
100 Briny
101 Zahn ol TV
102 Lower arm
borxM
103 Pina product
104 Completed
106 Dtptomal in
NYC. maybe
107 Ut into
106 Coaur tf—.
Idaho
106 Saa 76Acroas
114 *Ya4h. nghtT
116-Honesr
117 Tyke
116 Monopoly
buys Abbr
116 Electric —
120 Mk draft org

SCRAMBLERS

Unscramble the letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then
rearrange the boxed letters to form the mystery word, which will complete the gagl
marriage
LOR

Thrifty

GULFAR
Chang*

FISHT
profess

MALIC
Area

GREAN
"We were hoping for a

TODAY S WORD

— er — I mean a reconciliation!"

Even Exchange

by Donna Pettman

Each numbered row contains two clues and two 6-letter answers. The two answers differ from each other
by only one letter, which has already been inserted. For example, if you exchange the A from MASTER
for an I, you get MISTER. Do not change the order of the letters.

1. Alternate route

Eat greedily

2.Ledge

Seashore find

3. Necklace ornament

Spaceship

4. More domesticated

Stopwatch

5. Sofa

Horse-drawn carriage
B

6. Delilah, perhaps?

Haggle

7. Plenty

Eve’s downfall

8. Arms and legs

Indeterminate state

9. Complete

Humpback, e g.
Teen werewolf Michael

10. Big Ben’s locale

C 2013 King Feature* Synd . Inc.
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Out on a Limb

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LIVE IT
UP LAKER

tOiVMSM
'WMStopai
» 'w*Q C

ErBRAIN busters
Below are five squeezer puzzles.
Can you find the correct word to be placed in
the middle of each to create two new words, one
front-end, one back-end?
Here's an example of how it works:
ever
horn

*I

I
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